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Former Circuit Court Judge Jon Comstock, who ran for State Senate in 2018 on an ethics reform 
platform, is calling for transparency and accountability from both the Democratic and Republican 
Parties of Arkansas’ leadership regarding the debacle involving former candidate for US Senate 
Joshua Mahony. 

“I am disappointed in both the Democrat and Republican Parties at this point.  For every member 
of the voting public that we want to cast a vote for a Democrat candidate, they have a right to ask 
“what happened” with Josh Mahony?  But all they or we get from the Democrat Party state 
headquarters is essentially silence.  “We’re looking into it” goes a long way in the immediacy of 
the moment when they first got blindsided, but its seven days later and still we hear nothing.  The 
failure to timely offer a candid response plays into the opposition narrative that “the Democrats 
are trying to develop their own facts”.  I ask the Democrat Party of Arkansas to just tell it like it 
is.  Be forthcoming.  Be transparent.  Be truthful.” 

“I am equally disappointed with the latest iteration of voter suppression being put forth by the 
Republicans. They have been vocal in Washington DC against impeachment proceedings, making 
the argument that the voters should be allowed to decide who represents them in the White House, 
while making calculated political plays here in Arkansas to ensure voters do not get to decide who 
represents them in the Senate.  Laying behind the log in a devious fashion with the sole intent of 
intentionally depriving voters a choice in who is their U.S. Senator is not leadership.  I ask the 
Republican Party of Arkansas to cooperate and encourage the Democrats to offer an alternative 
candidate to the voters of Arkansas.” 

“Be assured, I know this statement in going to ruffle some feathers within my own Party.  I have 
received different and conflicting advice on the matter.  At the end of the day, I am not running 
for this seat merely to advance the cause of a political party. I have consistently told folks that I 
believe there is a better way to govern - one that commits genuinely to restore transparency, 
integrity, and accountability to the Arkansas legislature.  It’s not about self-dealing or the end 
justifies the means.  It’s about serving the public interests generally.” 

 

 


